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Sharpie’s “Signature Moments in History” Online Game

In this game users could travel through time to various periods throughout history involving the 
signing of landmark documents. After viewing each event, the user was then quized by multiple 
choice questions about the facts they just viewed. The game was created to educate children about 
historical events as well as the chronological timeline in which they took place in a fun engaging 
setting.

EXPOEXPO’s “Color Your Classroom” Online Game

Created to encourage students and teachers to submit a design of their  “Dream Classroom” to the 
“EXPO Classroom Makeover Contest”, this game allowed users to design their ideal classroom. 
Users were able to drag and drop, paint and arrange items in an empty classroom to create their 
ideal setting. Thoughout the game the user would also be presented with different facts about color 
theory called “Fun Facts”, providing a fun and educational interactive experience.

NFPA’s “Build Your Escape Plan” Online Game

Designed to help children and their parents create a fire escape plan, this game allowed users to Designed to help children and their parents create a fire escape plan, this game allowed users to 
build a floorplan of their house and add items such as doors, windows, smoke alarms, beds, tables 
and other common home items. Once finished the plan could be marked with arrows and printed 
for use at home. The second part of the game enlisted children to help “Sparky” (the NFPA’s 
mascot) escape from their houseplan in case of a fire by guiding him through various rooms to 
doors and windows marked as points of escape. The project served as a valuable educational tool 
to help children understand fire safety and provided parents with a visual tool to help best plan
various escape routes from their own home in case of an emergencvarious escape routes from their own home in case of an emergency.
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We worked with Scholastic to create a number of online activities,
lesson plans and games with partners such as: Sharpie, Expo,
NFPA, Sony Films and Skippy and among others. Along with our
strategic partner SuperSum Technologies we developed a
variety of web and print assets including:

• Various online activity templates for
  Scholastic  Scholastic’s E-learning Website Content
  Management System

• Online Flash Games including:
  Sharpie’s “Signature Moments in History”,
  EXPO’s “Color Your Classroom” and
  NFPA’s “Build Your Escape Plan”

• PDF’s, web advertisement banners
  and supporting campaign materials  and supporting campaign materials
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